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THE ELY SERIES



Ely Cathedral is a glorious building which has been represented in art many times 
over the centuries.  Now, for the first time, we have an opportunity to celebrate 
the artistic angle for the benefit of the Cathedral. 

The renowned watercolourist Alexander Creswell has generously given 
permission for prints of his three “Ely Series” paintings to be sold to raise funds for 
Ely Cathedral Trust in support of the fabric, music and mission of the Cathedral.

Alexander Creswell’s work is displayed in many public and private collections.  
He has an international reputation as Britain’s finest contemporary 
watercolour painter and has undertaken commissions for HM The Queen 
and many others.  He has paintings in The Frick Museum & The Forbes 
Collection, New York and has held many exhibitions in London, New York, 
Hong Kong, Dubai and elsewhere.  

 Alexander Creswell

Ely Cathedral - The Lady Chapel    •   Framed size 22 x 27 inches   55 x 67 cm 

Ely Cathedral - The Choir    •    Framed size 27 x 22  inches   67 x 55 cm 

“Ely Cathedral is a fabulous subject, presenting in one glance almost every challenge 
that a painter can encounter; not just the light, the perspective, colour & scale, but its 
soaring majesty and awe-inspiring spirit.  I am delighted that my work will go 
towards supporting the Cathedral so that its wonders may be experienced by future 
generations for years to come.” 



Ely Cathedral - Under the Octagon  
Two sizes available  •  Large: Framed size 35 x 41 inches   90 x 104 cm  •   Small: Framed size 23 x 27 inches   56 x 67 cm 

Limited Edition Prints

There are 300 prints of each painting, each one numbered and signed by the artist. Prints are available 
framed or unframed. Please see the order form for a full price list.

The prints have been donated and therefore VAT exempt allowing 100% of the price to go the Cathedral.
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